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BY NATHAN ZIPRIN

The problem you pose in unique only in its presentatiot
In essence it is a replica of the dilemma troubling a:

wanderers as they wend their way back home.

Like many intellecturals of our generation, you seei
to naye the fatal mistake of equating the quest for new
ness with the abandonment of old values. You were pre
Pared to sacrifice your Jewish past on the altars of th
new gods, little realizing that the values which have stoo
toe test of time might be immessurably superior to th

untested images you were worshipping. And when the chi
of disillustionment came upon you and your world crash
about you in tremor, you ran for shelter and warmth

your father's household.

But now that you are again at the hearth, you find
somewhat wanting. The synagogue, you claim, is nolonge
the sanctuary it was in your boyhood days. Where ther
was once piety and learning there is now, in your own

words, only emptiness and indifference to the ideals
our prophets and our heritage, with tradition giving wa
to externals and faith to outward forms.

I wish I could say that your complaint is unwarranted
Unfortunately, vour indictment ic j

T the Entire
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But it has weakness too. Your concept of synagogue ai
tradition is predicated on a youthful experience Yc

seem to forget that in a changing world the synaeoeti
cannot escape change. The basic mistake you make is
thinking of the new synagogue in terms of the old one Tt

picture of sages bent over sacred books in a synagogue
indeed an unforgettable one to those who ever had the pr
vilege of beholding it, as in the sight of congregants treir
Wing in hope of gathering some of the pearls of wisdoi
flowing from the mouth of their teacher. Unfortunatel
the old sages and teachers are no more.

Atmosrjhere is what mo n ..
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